
 

              
      

 
          

  
          
                  

                
             

             
               

                
          

              
                 

            

 
           

   

  
 

 
 

            
   
          

          
         
       
        

       

           
           

           
      

          
         

    
         

    
         
     

 

Encouraging  Participation  
Module:  Shared  Reading  

Content  Activity: Adult  Reading  Partner  
Big Idea: 

• Adults encourage student participation without physical prompts or extrinsic rewards. 

Guiding Statement: 
• I encourage my students to participate without requiring it. 

One of the main goals of shared reading is to help students learn to take the lead in 
interacting with you and the book. As you begin to engage in shared reading, your students 
may be unfamiliar with the idea of initiating communication without being specifically called on 
by the adult reading partner or asked to provide a response to a question. Another challenge 
for beginning communicators is that they may not know what say about a book. When you 
comment, you are helping students attend to different aspects of the book that they may be 
interested in communicating about. Adult reading partner comments encourage participation 
by providing multiple opportunities on every page for students to figure out (1) they don't 
have to have a correct answer, (2) they don't have to wait for someone to tell them what to 
say, and (3) they can have their own ideas about what to say. 

Directions: 
Read each of the statements below and indicate whether the statement encourages 
participation or requires participation. 

Statement Encourages
Participation 

Requires
Participation 

Asking a student to “choose one” as a response when given 2 
choices. 
Noticing when a student smiles after you read the page and 
saying, “Looks like you have something to say”. 
Looking at a specific student with raised eyebrows and 
leaning forward while waiting quietly. 
Inviting the student, using hand-under-hand, to explore the 
braille or tactual communication supports. 
Making a comment about what you think is happening in the 
story. (e.g., After reading about an accident, “Not good”!) 
Directing each student to say at least one thing about a 
particular page in the book. 

Asking the student to repeat what you just said. 

Making a comment that connects something on the book 
page to the student (e.g., “You do that”). 
Telling the student to select a specific communication symbol 
(e. g., “Touch like”) 
Reading a book page, making a simple comment, and 
providing wait time. 
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